


About KGUBrass

KGUBrass - is a progressive young company founded by 
professional musicians and enthusiasts, fascinated by 
both aesthetics and functionality of brass wind musical 
instruments. We manufacture high quality accessories for 
brass wind instruments base upon our inside knowledge 
of the musicians world, this is why our mission is to fulfill 
the desires and visions of professional tage and studio 
performers, from ideas and design to the final product.
We believe that a musical instrument should not be 
only capable to meet the musician’s tasks but also 
inspire to reach new heights in playing or composing, 
it should also be the reflection of its owner’s 
individuality and style.

The KGUBrass trumpet accessories are made by the 
people who love music and musical instruments as 
much as you do.



Manufacturing

Each KGUBrass part is masterfully made by hand using 
the best materials and undergoes a quality control and 
fitting check done by professional musicians.
Our strong belief is that a truly unique product, the one 
that has both style and musical potential, can be only 
created by applying real craftsmanship and passion.
In KGUBrass accessories, we combine traditions and 
modern tendencies in brass wind instruments, exploring 
new technologies, expanding our product catalogue 
and offering our customers new designs. Creativity is a 
constant process of search, be it music or the instruments 
it can’t be born without. 



The Trim Kit by KGUBrass is much more than just 
an aesthetic accessory. It is first of all an increased 
intonation stability and accuracy, plus enhanced playing 
articulation.
The professional trumpet players endorsing our product 
note the consistent intonation while playing through 
the entire range as well as a better control. Another 
valuable quality of the product is that you can eliminate 
undesirable overtones of your instrument by picking 
up an appropriate kit. These benefits of the Trim Kit by 
KGUBrass will not only enable the performer to get a 
“serious” tone from a budget class trumpet but also 
have a conscious control over
a high-class instrument “with a character”, thus solely 
concentrate on their music.

Functionality



KGUBrass is in the top five world class manufacturers 
who producing accessories for brasswind instruments. 
We are the only CIS located company which producing 
and exporting high class musical accessories worldwide.
At this time, our products have gained popularity in USA, 
Great Britain, Germany, Japan, Poland, Bahrain and many 
other countries.
Many years of experience of our masters, together with 
their souls, are invested in each product. Traditions 
of working with material are intertwined with modern 
technologies that give life to products of the highest 
quality.
You can entrust us creation of your unique sound!

Accents make music!

Company values



Trim Kit Models

Heavy Long

Monstro Mario Radiator

Medium Light

XXL



Trim Kit Models

Cone Line

V6Edge Grid



Booster for Mouthpiece Models

StandardRocket

Cone

Radiator

Heavy



Finger Buttons Stone Incrustation

TurquoiseNuummite

Lapis Lazuli

Amazonite

Nephritis



Finish variations

Raw Brass

998 Silver Brushed 24K Gold Brushed

998 Silver Plated 24K Gold Antique Bronze 
Lacquer



KGU Leather

Leather Single Mouthpiece Pouch Crazy Horse Vintage Brown. 
Handmade

Trumpet Valve Guard Crazy Horse Leather



Branding with your company logo



Demonstration Kit

Demonstration Kit includes: 
Heavy 24K Gold Trim Kit
Standard 24K Gold Booster for Mouthpiece
Trumpet Valve Guard Crazy Horse Leather
Leather Single Mouthpiece Pouch Crazy Horse Vintage Brown



We produce parts and kits for trumpets brands

*full list of KGUBrass compatible trumpets and models you can find by email request



Testimonials
Daniel H. Campbell. St. Louis USA /  Heavy Brass Caps and Finger Buttons 

I would like to thank you for the excellent craftsmanship you did on the Heavy Brass Top/Bottom caps 
with heavy brass finger buttons. High quality box for a high quality product contained within. I unveiled 
the trim kit at a trumpet party a few days ago. Everyone was impressed and couldn’t wait for me to outfit 
my Bach Stradivarius with these beautifully made brass trim sets. The sound of my horn took on new 
life as the slotting of the notes over the entire range of the horn locked in perfectly. The threading fit 
perfectly like a glove. The quality along with your prices are very reasonable compared to others I’ve 
seen. 
01.31.2017

Thomas Leineweber. Hamburg Germany/ Booster for Adams A4 trumpet 

Thanks a lot ! You have done a great job, 
fits perfectly with my Adams A4 trumpet and my Breslmair mouthpiece.
11.15.2016 

Doug Lutke: Trim kits

I have had KGU make me several trim kits for my horns. The quality of the kits have been amazing 
with excellent plating. I have found the pricing to be very reasonable for the product and less costly 
than the competitors. I would recommend the KGU products to anyone looking for a great products at a 
reasonable price.  
09.23.2016 

Yaroslav Melkonyan, Ukraine / Getzen Trim Kit

When I’ve instaled KGUBrass caps on my Getzen Eterna 2, 700, instrument intonation became 
more thinner and my trumpet began to sound much deeper. Its such a great thing that I can get the 
accessories of world class level for affordable price.
07.18.2016

Ian Cottrell: Thanks again

    I have now had three kits from KGU. Raw brass, silver plate with turquoise stone and a silver plate 
Lapiz Lazuli Bach Strad kit. In addition the guys made me a booster to fit my Jet Tone mouthpiece. 
Nothing was too much trouble and the craftsmanship and finish is outstanding. The difference to my 
instruments response and tone is instant. Great products and great price. Thanks. 
02.06.2016 

Adam Stachowiak: Gdynia, Poland: KGUBrass for Yamaha Fluhelhorn 631 

It fits perfectly. Sound has more core and more low resonance. 
Intonation did not change and horn plays in tune like before.
01.24.2016 

Ognjen Cogoljevic, Serbia: Trim kit for Yamaha Xeno

  Hello,
  I just wanted to say that i am amazed by the work you have done with the raw brass heavy trim kit. It 
has changed the sound of my Yamaha Xeno completly. Thank you very much, for improving my sound!
12.22.2015 

Dennis Adu: Kiev, Ukraine: Selmer Paris Concept TT. XXL Caps with stone. 

Hi, scince I’ve instaled KGUBrass cap’s on my trumpet - I’m using them all the time! Theu fits perfectly 
on my Selmer Concept TT Brushed Matte and Monette Prana B4. Caps that I’m use are more Heavier 
then usual, and my sound became more matte and I would like to call it more dark.
After each performance, musicians comming with a questions about my trumpet and sound. I like it very 
much!
01.24.2016 



Contact info

WWW.KGUBRASS.COM

e-mail: info@kgubrass.com
tel.: +38 (063) 461 34 93  

Ukraine, Kyiv, Lesi Ukrainki boulevard 5
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